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Honor as a Citadel core value
• “Honor preserves the moral authority and 

trustworthiness leaders must earn to effectively 
influence others. People of honor lead with integrity 
and conduct themselves with the knowledge of being 
part of something larger than they are. A person of 
honor does the right thing the right way–even when no 
one is watching or when a personal cost is incurred. 
This value begins with personal adherence to the letter 
and the spirit of the Honor Code that “a cadet does not 
lie, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate those who do.” In its 
more advanced stages, honor includes forging a unity of 
values that guides the action of all members in the 
organization.” 

• Cadet Leader Development Program, page 4



Moral authority and trustworthiness

• “Honor preserves the moral authority and trustworthiness leaders 
must earn to effectively influence others.”

• What is “moral authority” and how does it help a leader influence others?
• Atticus Finch 
• Martin Luther King
• Hugh Thompson

• What is “trustworthiness” and how does it help a leader influence others?
• Cincinnatus
• George Washington
• Dwight Eisenhower

• How does honor preserve moral authority and trustworthiness?



Integrity and being part of something bigger

• “People of honor lead with integrity and conduct themselves with the 
knowledge of being part of something larger than they are.”

• What is “integrity” and how does someone “lead with integrity”?
• What are some important things you are a part of that are “larger than you 

are”?
• How does being part of your family help you be a person of honor?
• How does being part of The Citadel help you be a person of honor?
• How does being a part of your chosen profession help you be a person of honor?
• How does knowledge of these relationships influence your leadership philosophy?

• “A person of honor does the right thing the right way–even when no 
one is watching or when a personal cost is incurred.”

• How is this “integrity”?



The Honor Code

• “This value begins with personal adherence to the letter and the spirit 
of the Honor Code that ‘a cadet does not lie, cheat, or steal, nor 
tolerate those who do.’”

• Why is this just the beginning?
• Is it the Honor Code that makes Citadel cadets honorable or is it something 

else?
• If it is the Honor Code, than what happens after graduation when the Code is no longer 

in effect?
• If it is something else, what is it and how does it follow you after graduation?



Unity of values as a guide to action

• “In its more advanced stages, honor includes forging a unity of values 
that guides the action of all members in the organization.” 

• How does honor “forge a unity of values”?
• Semper Fidelis

• How do values guide actions?
• Chic-Fil-A and being closed on Sunday

• How does an organization with “a unity of values” help a leader decentralize 
control and extend freedom of action to others?

• James Burke and the Tylenol recall



“The McChrystal Equation”

• CREDIBILITY= PROVEN COMPETENCE + 

INTEGRITY + RELATIONSHIPS, and it is that 

credibility that enables freedom of action.
• Stanley McChrystal, My Share of the Task, (New 

York: Penguin Group, 2014), 142 and 271.

• What in our description of honor supports 
General McChrystal’s claim?

• “Honor preserves the moral authority and 
trustworthiness leaders must earn to 
effectively influence others.  People of honor 
lead with integrity and conduct themselves 
with the knowledge of being part of 
something larger than they are. A person of 
honor does the right thing the right way–even 
when no one is watching or when a personal 
cost is incurred. This value begins with 
personal adherence to the letter and the 
spirit of the Honor Code that “a cadet does 
not lie, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate those who 
do.” In its more advanced stages, honor 
includes forging a unity of values that guides 
the action of all members in the 
organization.” 



Self-reflection

• CREDIBILITY= PROVEN 
COMPETENCE + INTEGRITY + 
RELATIONSHIPS, and it is that 
credibility that enables freedom 
of action.

• How much freedom of action do 
you have?

• If GEN McChrystal is right, which 
one of the three parts of his 
equation do you need to work on 
to get more freedom of action?

• “At The Citadel, ‘freedom of 
action’ means ‘the corps leading 
the corps.’

• CAPT Paluso
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